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FACTS AT A GLANCE

The Harrington Library of the Health Sciences Center serves the TTUHSC Schools of Medicine, Pharmacy and Allied Health on the Amarillo campus.

As the northern anchor to the TTUHSC five-library array, and the major resource of biomedical information in Northwest Texas, we also offer support to the health professionals, hospitals, clinics and the general public throughout the Panhandle.

Three professional librarians, three classified staff and a group of student workers staff the Harrington Library.
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RefWorks Information

What is RefWorks?

“RefWorks \(\rightarrow\) allows users to create personal databases and use them for a variety of research activities. References are quickly and easily imported from text files or online databases. The databases can then be used to manage, store, and share the information. Users can automatically insert references from their database into their papers and generate formatted bibliographies and manuscripts in seconds.”

Why use a Web-based research management system like RefWorks?

RefWorks \(\rightarrow\) is accessible at any time from any computer with an Internet connection. It can be used with any major Web browser on multiple platforms, including Windows, Mac, and Unix. References can be imported quickly and easily from many online database systems or created manually, then easily shared online with colleagues. And RefWorks is updated automatically at no extra charge.
Get started now with four easy steps:

1. Enter your subscriber information.
   - Your Name:
   - Email Address:
   - Login Name:
   - Area of Focus: Select your focus area
   - Type of User: Select your user type
   - Password:
   - Re-enter Password:

2. Create a database by automatically importing data from online services or by typing references in manually.

3. Create a paper in your word processor inserting reference ID numbers in the locations you want to cite references. Save and close the file.

4. From RefWorks select Bibliography. Create and browse and locate the paper to format. Select the output style you want to use. Click Create Bibliography and save your formatted paper to your computer.

That's it... your paper is formatted correctly and the bibliography automatically created.

Create Account
Create New Folder

New Folder Name (Create Subfolder):

s. difficile

Create
Cancel
Are you sure you want to share your folder, c difficile?
Output Style Manager

List of Output Styles

- AAAR - Arctic, Antarctic, and Alpine Research
- AACC - American Association of Cereal Chemists
- AAPG - American Association of Petroleum Geologists
- AAPS - American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists
- Abdominal Imaging
- Academic Emergency Medicine
- Academic Medicine
- Academic Radiology
- Academy of Management Executive (Notes only)
- Academy of Management Journal

Favorites

- APA 6th - American Psychological Association, 5th Edition
- Chicago (Reference List) 14th Ed.
- Harvard
- MLA 6th Edition

Preview Output Style

Remove All
Output Style Manager

List of Output Styles

- Algorithms for Molecular Biology
- Allergy - European Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology
- Al-Qantara
- ALT J - The Association for Learning Technology Journal
- **AMA - American Medical Association, 10th Edition**
- AMA - American Medical Association, 9th Edition
- Ambio
- American Accounting Association Publications
- American Anthropological Association
- American Antiquity

Favorites

- APA 5th - American Psychological Association, 5th Edition
- Chicago (Reference List) 14th Ed.
- Harvard
- MLA 6th Edition

---

Preview Output Style

Remove All
Output Style Manager

List of Output Styles

- AAAR - Arctic, Antarctic, and Alpine Research
- AACC - American Association of Cereal Chemists
- AAPG - American Association of Petroleum Geologists
- AAPS - American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists
- Abdominal Imaging
- Academic Emergency Medicine
- Academic Medicine
- Academic Radiology
- Academy of Management Executive (Notes only)
- Academy of Management Journal

Favorites

- AMA - American Medical Association, 10th Edition
- APA 6th - American Psychological Association, 5th Edition
- Chicago (Reference List) 14th Ed.
- Harvard
- MLA 6th Edition

Your favorite output styles are what you can easily access when working in RefWorks and Write-N-Cite.
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Import References

Import From

List of Filters & Databases  Request a Filter

From Text File

Import Filter/Data Source: NLM PubMed

Database: PubMed

Select Text File: [Enter]

Encoding: ANSI Latin 1

Specify only if you specifically set the encoding when saving the text file; otherwise leave it as is

From Text

From EndNote Database

Import To

(Note that references are also put in the Last Imported folder)

Import Into Folder: None

None

Biomed Class (4)

c difficile (0)

Import
Import References

Import completed - 3 references imported

Import Log

View Last Imported Folder
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Trevino C. (2011) Fidaxomicin approved for C. difficile infections